Open Call

Places _ VR Festival considers itself to be an interdisciplinary event, that gathers technology experts, young professionals, business and academic players, as well as a broad audience. Current trends and innovations should find their place, as well as a scientific or artistic examination of the topic Extended Reality.

**The Open Call is directed at all Extended Reality enthusiasts, that cannot match their contribution to our calls and program. Just apply through the Open Call and, together, we will find a way on how you can participate in Places _ VR Festival.**

After we have received your application, we will examine it. That may take a couple of days (maximum of three weeks). In case your application/your product fits the Places _ VR Festival, we will, together with you, think about the form of your participation and we will send you a brief written agreement.

This call closes on July 20th, 2020. Please keep in mind: The earlier you respond, the more likely it gets, that we can optimally place you in the program!